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The part of the energy of a liquid crystal that is associated with the long-range character of the van der 
Waals forces is calculated. In a substantial region this energy is found, roughly speaking, to be cubic in the 
derivatives, in contrast to the Oseen-Frank energy which is quadratic in the derivatives. The 
corresponding corrections (cubic in the momentum transfer) to the scattered-light intensity are given. 

PACS numbers: 61.30. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The recent experiments perfor.med by McMillan[ll on 
light scattering by liquid crystals have shown important 
deviations from the law previously predicted theoret
cially[21 for the intensity (J ~ 1/ q2 where q is the mo
mentum transfer). One of the reasons for such devia
tions may be the influence of the Van der Waals interac
tion between the molecules at distances of the order of 
1/q. By virtue of the power-law rather than exponential 
fall-off, the contribution of the Van der Waals (VdW) 
forces can be appreciable: actually (see below), the law 
for the scattering intensity will acquire the form 

1-1/(q'+const·1 ql'). 

The influence of VdW forces on light scattering near 
the critical point in an ordinary liquid was first 'taken 
into account by Kemoklidze and Pitaevskil[31. They cal
culated the VdW interaction between the density fluctua
tions and showed that the usual Ornstein-Zernike for
mula J ~ 1/ (a + bq~) is replaced by the law J ~ 1/ (a 
+ bq2 + c I q 13 ). The difference between light scattering 
in an isotropic liquid and in liquid crystals is connected 
with the fact that, in the latter, the scattering occurs 
principally not at denSity fluctuations but at fluctuations 
of the direction of the optical axis-fluctuations On of 
the director. Therefore, in liquid crystals critical 
opalescence always occurs[21. 

Thus, besides the Oseen-Frank energy 

F 0'='/' TdV {Kit (divn) '+K" (n rotn)'+K,,[n X rotn]'}, (1) 

corresponding to a nonuniform distribution of the direc
tor n( r), our purpose is to take into account the VdW 
interaction energy of molecules that are differently 
oriented at different points in space. For this we shall 
make use of the general theory of VdW forces in con
densed-solid or liquid-media[4] (cL also[5]), accord
ing to which the VdW energy in a nonuniform condensed 
system is equal to the change in energy of the fluctua
tional electromagnetic field due to the appearance of 
the nonuniformity. If the nonuniformities are macro
scopic, the fluctuational field is determined by the 
local value of the dielectric permittivity E ik( w, r). In 
an isotropic liquid Eik = EOik and all the nonuniformi
ties reduce essentially to a nonuniform density p (r) 
only: E(W, r) = E(W, p(r». In a liquid crystal Eik is 
the important tensor 

e .. (0), r) =8(0) 6 .. +e. (0) n.(r) n.(r) , (2) 

where E == El is the permittivity transvElrse to the opti
cal axiS, and Ea = Ell - El is the difference between the 
longitudinal and transverse permittivities. We shall not 
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take into account possible nonuniformities in the func
tions E, Ea, as was done for the isotropic case by 
Kemoklidze and Pitaevskil[3], but shall confine our
selves only to the case characteristic for liquid crystal, 
Le., the case of substantial nonuniformity of the direc
tor n(r). 

The corresponding calculations are carried through 
in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3 formulas for the scattered-light iIi
tenSity are written out. Finally, in Sec. 4 arguments are 
given which indicate that, if VdW forces' are dominant, 
a liquid crystal may in general lose its uniformity and 
be transformed from the initial nematic into a choles
teric (without natural optical activity!) or a smectic-C. 

2. VdW INTERACTION ENERGY IN A LlaUID 
CRYSTAL 

Thus, we shall calculate the energy of the fluctua
tional electromagnetic field. This is completely deter
mined by the temperature Green function !Pik( r, r' ; w) 
of the electric field (cL, e.g.,[4,5]). This function satis
fies the equation[4,51 

[e" (r, i I 0) I ) O)'+'(rot')" ]~tk (r, r'; 0) =4nO)'/\ (r-r') 5 .. , (3) 

in which the dielectric permittivity €ik appears with an 
imaginary (" Matsubara") value of the frequency: Eik 
== Eik(il wI). Here and belOW, unless otherwise stated, 
we shall use the system of units with ti = c = 1. 

To solve the equation for !P with an arbitrary distri
bution of the director n( r) in formula (2) for €ik is. of 
course. impossible. We shall therefore make use of the 
fact that the dielectric anisotropy lOa is small in real 
liquid crystals (usually, Ea/ E "'" 0.1-0.01) and shall 
seek the Green function and energy of the fluctuation 
field in the form of an expansion in powers of Ea. In 
this case. for the energy we can immediately make use 
of the expression for its first variation with respect to 
OEik[4,5] : 

1 ~ 

5F=-S ' J dO) J dr~ .. (r,r;O)/\e .. (r,iO), 
n , 

where, in our case of small Ea. 

6e",=8, (i I 0) I) n,(r) n, (r). 

(4) 

(5) 

We note that formula (4) takes into account only the 
quantum fluctuations and in fact corresponds to not too 
high temperatures. It is certainly valid at room tem
peratures (for more detail. CL[S'5]). 

Confining ourselves to quadratic terms in Ea in the 
energy. it is sufficient to find !P to terms linear in Ea. 
We have 
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~,,(r, r') =~,~') (r-r') - _1_ w' S dr"~,\') (r-r")~~~) (r" -r')I)B,m(r"), (6) 
4n 

where 9(0) is the solution of Eq. (3) for ta = 0, Le., the 
Green function of the radiation in uniform space with 
permittivity €Oik. In Fourier components, 

.(') = 4nID' (. + q,q.) (7) 
~,. (q,ID) e(ilcol)co'+q' I)" £(ilcol)co' . 

Substitution of the first term in (6) into the formula 
for the energy gives, in principle, the term linear in 
ta. It cannot be of interest to us, however, inasmuch as 
the space integral in it has the structure J 9~( r - r 

=: 0; w)ni(r)nk(r)dr and obviously describes the energy 
of a uniform distribution of the director. Using the con
crete form (7), it is straightforward to show that all the 
nonuniformity effects r\'lduce only to surface integrals. 

The contribution quadratic in Ea is the required 
VdW energy of attraction. It has the form 

FV4W=- _1 ___ 1_ J co' dco J dp dq~,<,:) (p+ q2 ). 
16nz (2n)' , 

. ~~: (p_ ~ )I)B'm{-q)l)e,,(q). (8) 

Here O€lk( q) is the Fourier component of Eani(r)nk(r): 

l)e ... (q)=ea (ilwl)N,,(q), N,,(r)=n,(r)n.(r). (9) 

The integration over p in formula (8) with 9(0) from 
(7) leads, in the general form, to cumbersome formulas. 
Simple expressions are obtained in the limits of large 
and small q. These limits correspond respectively to 
short and large distances in the theory of VdW forces 
(cf.[4,5 l). The criterion, as always, in a certain charac
teristic wavelength Ao in the absorption spectrum of 
the substance (for a more precise definition of it, see 
below). The calculations repeat, practically completely, 
the corresponding calculations in the article by Kemok
lidze and Pitaevskil[3l, and therefore we shall give the 
corresponding results without derivation. 

At large distances R» AO, corresponding to qAo 
« 1, the principal role is played by the retarded part 
of the VdW interaction. The corresponding energy is 
quadratic in q and (in the usual system of units) has the 
form 

FVdw = _L_ S dq{4q,q,N,,(q)N .. ·(q)-q'N,,(q)N,,·(q)}, 
(2n) , 

h Sm ea' (ico) 
L=-- ---w dw. 

192n'c , e'''(iw) 

(10) 

(11) 

In the coordinate representation, when (9) is taken into 
account (10) has the form of the Oseen-Frank energy: 

FVdW='/, S dV {8L{div n)'-8L{nrotn)'+8L[n rotnl'} (12) 

and thus implies a renormalization of the original 
moduli K in the energy (1). It is interesting to note 
that the VdW forces tend to decrease K22 and increase 
K 11 and K33; this correctly reflects the situation in real 
liquid crystals, in which, in all experimentally-known 
examples, K2.2 < K11, K33. Extreme manifestations of 
this tendency will be considered in Sec. 4. 

Short distances R« AO (qAo» 1) are the region of 
action of ordinary VdW forces. The corresponding en
ergy is cubic in I q I and has the form 

FVdW = ~S dq{2Iql'N/A{q)N"{q)-4I q lq,q,Nll (q)N,,·(q) 
(2n)' 

+3 q,q,q,qm N·()N .()} 
Iql " q 'm q , 

(13 ) 

h Sm eo' (ico) 
M=-- ---dco. 

2048n e'{iw) (14) 
, 
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It is easily verified that, unlike (10), the energy (13) 
is positive-definite (see below-Sec. 4). In the coordinate 
representation the energy (13) is nonlocal and is given 
by the formula 

F =~Sdrdr'{24 (n(r)n{r'»' + 
VdW 2n, Ir-r'I' 

+_1_8_'1_' -o-(n,(r)n,(r»~(n,{r')n,(r'» 
r-r . OX, ox, 

_ 3, o'n,{r)n,(r) o'n,{r:)nm~r')}. (15) 
Ir-r I' ox,ox, ox, aXm , 

The numerical estimation of the coefficients L and 
M is extremely difficult, since for this it is necessary 
to know E ( iw) and E a ( iw) in a b road range of frequen
cies. For this it is necessary, in practice, to know[4l 
the dispersion and the anisotropy of the absorption in 
the whole spectral range. A qualitative comparison of 
the expressions (10) and (13) enables us to find the 
above-mentioned wavelength Ao. Putting q ~ I/Ao and 
L!A~ ~ M/A~, we find Ao ~ c/ Wo, 

S
m e.'{ico) d / Sm e.' (iID) d 

OlD...... e'12 (iro) (0 (() £2 (iw)· ro • 
, 0 

Thus, Wo is the frequency at which dispersion of the 
anisotropy Ea of the dielectric permittivity begins to be 
important (we recall that as w - GO the permittivity E 
tends to unity while Ea goes to zero no more slowly 
that w -2). 

3. LIGHT SCATTERING 

The expressions (13), (15) for the energy can lead in 
principle to a whole series of new qualitative effects. 
These effects will be especially pronounced if the re
normalization of the moduli K in the quadratic region, 
Le., the quantity L, is of the same order as the moduli 
K themselves. Such a situation is a priori perfectly 
pOSSible, since the quantities Land M are determined 
entirely by the optical properties of the liquid crystal 
and are independent, at least at first sight, of the unre
normalized moduli K, which are determined by the in
teraction of neighboring molecules. Evidence in favor 
of the assumption or' a large value of L is the above
mentioned smallness of the modulus K2.2. 

In the case of large L, for sufficiently small dis
tances R ~ Ao and correspondingly large qAo ~ 1, the 
VdW energy will exceed the Oseen-Frank energy. Cor
respondingly, the distribution of the director n in thin 
(d ;S AO) films of liquid crystals, and their behavior in 
sufficiently strong magnetic fields H, will change. In 
particular, the dependence of the coherence length ~H 
introduced by de Gennes will change from the law ~H 
~ H- 1 in weak fields to the law ~ H ~ H-2/ 3 in strong 
fields. 

Here we shall consider only the influence of the VdW 
forces on the scattering of light by thermal fluctuations 
of the orientation of the director about the constant 
equilibrium value no. Introducing the small deviations v: 

n (r) =n,+v(r), n,v{r) =0, 

we shall write out the energy of the fluctuations to terms 
quadratic in v. 

For small qAo« 1 the energy is principally given by 
the Oseen-Frank expression (1) with the renormalized 
values of the moduli: 

The corrections to this are found to be of fourth order 
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in q (in fact, they are proportional to q4lnq; CL[3]) and 
can be discarded. For the Fourier components II (q), 
we introduce, as usual, a coordinate system (lIlllzIIZ) 
with the z-axis along no, i.e., Vz = 0, with the 2-axis 
(unit vector ez (q)) perpendicular to q and no, and with 
the I-axis (unit vector el (q» orthogonal to no and the 
2-axis. In these components the energy of the fluctua
tions has the form[Z] 

Fo·p='/, J dq{(K"q,,'+K .. qJ.') Iv,(q) 1'+ (K"q}+K"qJ.') Iv,(q) I'}. (16) 

For large qAo » 1 the contribution of the Oseen
Frank energy will be given by the same formula (16), 
but with the "bare" values of the moduli K, i.e., with 
Ku - 8L, Kzz + 8L, K33 - 8L, in place of Kll, Kzz, K33 • 

To this is added the VdW energy, obtained by lineariz
ing the expression (13). In the same axes (1,2, z), we 
have l) 

(17) 

We shall now give formulas for the total intensity of 
the scattered light[ Z]. Let i and f be the polarization 
vectors of the incident and scattered light and let q be 
the momentum transfer. The scattering in unit solid 
angle (the extinction coefficient dh) is given by the sum 
of the scatterings by the director fluctuations VI (q), 
vz(q) along the axes el and ez (the z-axis is along no): 

(18) 

We emphasize that here, in contrast to all the other 
formulas, the anisotropy Ea( w) of the dielectric permit
tivity appears at a real (1) frequency w-the frequency 
of the incident and scattered light. 

For small qAo« 1 the de Gennes formula[2] is con
served: 

T 
J,(q)= , , 

K"q, +K"qJ. 
(19) 

For large qAo ~ 1 we must take the VdW energy into 
account. Taking into account also the renormalization 
of the moduli K, we have, with L from (11) and M from 
(14), 

. T 
J, (q) = (K,,-8L)q.'+ (K .. -8L)qJ.'+12Mq,'qJ.'lq' 

. T 
J, (q) = (K'3-8L)q.'+,(K,,+8L) qJ.'+4Mqq.l.' (20) 

In the intermediate region q ~ l/Ao, the expressions 
for the intensity are cumbersome and are given by the 
integrals in formula (8). 

Unfortunately, a direct comparison of formulas (19), 
(20) with experiment is as yet impossible, Since, on the 
one hand, the experiments of McMillan[l] were carried 
out near the nematic-smectic-A transition point and, on 
the other, it is not easy to obtain numerical values of 
the coefficients L and M. 

4. CHOLESTERIC CRYSTAL WITHOUT OPTICAL 
ACTIVITY 

We shall diSCUSS, finally, the possibility, conceivable 
in prinCiple, that the contribution of the long-range VdW 
forces (in the limit of small qAo« 1) sUbstantiallyex
ceeds the contribution of the other, short-range forces 
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which are the source of the Oseen-Frank energy. In this 
case, the energy of the crystal will be described by 
formula (12), which Signifies the instability of the uni
form nematic state. 

On the other hand, "perturbations" with too large q 
will not be able to develop, since for qAo?> 1 the en
ergy of the crystal will again be described by the posi
tive-definite expression (13). It is clear also that the 
true structure will be composed principally of pertur
bations with values q ~ l/Ao that are determined by the 
important wavelengths in the dispersion of the optical 
anisotropy. 

To find the structure of a liquid crystal in practice, 
it is necessary to know the VdW energy for q ~ 1/>'0, 
i.e., to investigate accurately the cumbersome expres
sions (8). However, the form of the energy in the limit 
q - 0 (formula (12» gives a basis for highly plausible 
conclusions. It can be seen from (12) that the "maxi
mally stable" structure is that satisfying the equations 
div n = 0, n x curl n = 0, i.e., the well-known cholesteric 
spiral. If we assume that this spiral will remain the 
true structure of the liquid crystal, its period will be 
equal in order of magnitude to the same wavelength AO. 

At present there are insufficient experimental data 
to estimate the wavelength AO. It may well amount to 
thousands of Angstroms or more, and this means that 
the reason for the existence of a cholesteric phase is 
not necessarily natural optical activity; a spiral arises 
because of the long-range character of the VdW forces. 
On the other hand, AO may be no greater than hundreds 
of Angstroms, Le., than the sizes of the molecules them
selves. In this latter case we must rather regard the 
phase as a smectic-C. 

Thus, the Van der Waals long-range character can 
in principle be responsible for the formation of choles
teric and smectic phases. 

l)ln our preliminary communication [6], the formula for the VdW 
energy and the corresponding expressions for the intensity are incorrect. 
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